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Analyzing the JDRP as an Evaluation Process
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Conrad G. Katzenmeyer
Office of Educational Research and Improvement

U.S. Department of Education

and

Geneva HaerteI
Stanford, California

Recognition of educational quality, Vhether_in studentsi
programs, or schools, has always_been of interest_to the field of
education, and particularly to_the U.S. Department of Education.
However, it has_received renewed_attettift with the current
administration's concern for excellence. There now exist a number
of programs charged with the responsibility of identifying
educational quality.

Certainly_one of the most iportant1 federal mechanisms for
recognizing quality in education over the past decade has_been
the Joint Dissemination Review Panel. Given the large number of
projects that have been reviewed by the JDFP, as well as its role
with NDN, it is our belief that the JDRP represents one of the
most significant examples of the use of evaluation in education.
It is therefore worthwhile to analyze what this process has been
and what it tells us about the practice of educational
evaluation. We have chosen to do this by contrasting the JDRP
process with two other approache911thatshare some of the purposes
of the JDRP, and to match the JDRP to a set of standards for
program evaluation that are now generally acdepted in the field
of educational evaluation.

Alternate Approaches fcr Recognizing Quality

Every recognition system ls bound to be influenced by the
nature of the candidate projects it reviews. For the JDRP, a
major source of projects until recently was Title III(Title IVc
later} of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. These
projects had several distinguishing characteristics. They were
generally large-scale and well funded, both for development and
evaluation. They also plac4d tajor emphasis on the development of
materials and processes; thus, they generally generated a
tangible product. Finally, the emphasis was on innovation and
change. The prevailing model was the social science paradigm for
social programs, with the accompanying social science approach to
verification.
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The_approach to_evaluation employed in-the:JDRPiprOdeSS itithe
one_now labeled 'program evaluation" in:the literattire4 In_Order
to meet the_requirements_for an-evaluationA)f_thig_typei the
program-must-be a narrowi clearly:specified intervention4,It.Must
be_implemented in a-standard,_verifiable manner._And it must have
objective, measurable_outcomesi_The last_of_these-is critical for
the JDRft outcomesiare_the_parts_of_the program-that can be-
addresSed_nOSt_easily_and unambiguously,by:experimental social
sciencelmethodology._This_doesn't_necessarily implyian_eMphatiS
On quantitative methods and standardized achievement testS, btit
fet the most part, this is what happened with the JDRP.

Howeveri there are_other_ctiteria_and_techniques_that_have
been used for recognizingliqualitr. An_interesting_contrast is-the
approach that-theAgatienali_Science_Teachers Association-used in
its Focus-on_EicCellence. The purpose_was to identify exemplary
school Science programsi_OnIike projects in some curriCulat
areas* science projects:tend_to-emphasize process variableal and
seidom_rely_on_standardized achievement testSiaSOiltdObe
measures. The projects- were_nominated and:initiaily_reVittied,with
a_process-similar-to-JDRPIsi_but_Site_visits_were_used_in_the--
final selection. Emphasis_was_placed_on_content_innovation. with
outcomes determined by:content_specialiste judgments-rather than
testS_and qbati-expermimental designs. This,approach is,qpite_ 1_
Similar-to-Uhat_NSF_used_with its_curriculum development 'projetts
tif_the_l960s_and:early,l970s. Despite the differenceS in:
procedures_employed. howeveri-this is alsoAt program evalUation
and the purpose is the same as for the JDRP.

Now do these approachescompare?_The_50_projects selected-for
Focus-on Excellence_in 1902_were retvmpectiveiy_reviewedi using
the-JDRP-critetia(Katzenmeyer4:1985.) The-results_indicate_that
if:the 50 projects:had_been submitted to the JDRP-1, two_vere
likely_to be_passedfone had,in-fact been_approved), eight VeZe _
doubtfuli_and_40 were very,unlikelyitoreceive JDRP apptortis in
other_wordsi of 50-nationally acclaimed science programsi between
00 and 96% would fail JDRP.

.

But_ what abotit this_comparison_from_the oppcsite perspective?
NOUld:prOjeCts_that_pass_JDRP have:made it through Focus-on
Erdellence or_the_NSF_review?:No:direct analySiS iS pCiatiblei
because so few_science-projects have been_passed_by JDR12 and
severai_of these were funded by_NSF.A3ut_our_experience in
evaluating-a large_numbet_OfiTitle_III projects and_in
participating in-the_NSF reviewprocess:_lead_as_to_believe-that,
very few Title-III projects would have_been_considered,worthy by
NSF. NSF's-eMphabiS_on_high_levei_science,contenti_with great_
attentiOnittkaccuracy and comprehensivenessi was simply beyond
the Capabilities of most Title III projects.

The_difference-between,the-_NSF:and:JDRP:approadhes_is a_matter
of_values-NSF:valued state=of=thearticontenti_whether_Students
learned-science became_the responsibility of_the_teacher and__
local-school in howthey_Used_the content. JDRP values,student
outcomes; whether thiS JO on state-of-the-art content is the

4
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responsibility of the teacher and local school in selecting the
program. While this somewhat overstates the value conflict, it is
clear that there have been strikingly few examples of projects
that contain both superior content and superior demonstrated
outcomes in science education.

Another_cOntrast to the JDRP approach_ig_the_identification
ptecess usedin the-effective-schOols_literature. The concept of
effective_schools began with theobservation_that students in_a
few_schools showed levels_of academic_aohievement, as indicated
by_standardized teStSiSderes, in excess,,of what was_beitig
achieved in the tajotity of schools serving the sate kiiidit ofstudents.

Schools with achievement levels substantially higher than
Statistical predictions, based on student characteristics, wereidentified le effective schools. Researchers then studied these
schools on a case by case_basis to find the keys to their
success. Effective schools were found to be those With a strong
schoolwide press toward academic learning, principals who were
strong instructional leaders, clearly articulated and
consistently enforced disciplinary and attendance policies, and
reliance on teacher-centered didactic instruction.

_ Clearly, the test of_the JDRP_in identifying effective
programs based on treattent-control_group comparisonS its
different from that of the effective schools researcher, seeking
statistical outliers:: And then inferring the reasont for their
success.

_O__TheiJDRP_examines educational_programs_identified-explicitlyi
and_relies_upon:statistical-comparisonsto control-groups
specified_by_design,Thei_effective_schools-researcher exatiines_
entireischoolsi-perhapt_best,conceived as complex conStellations
of prograMS,:pOlidiet and_practices, and telieS upon statistical
comparisons te a population of similar schoolS.

_0:The_two_kinds of_ problemsLbring different_types-of-statistical
evidence.tobear, and-in different ways._Thosa schools or
programs_judged effective by_the_JDRP_criteria and those
identified by_school_effeetiveness_criteria would prObably_have
little overlap. Differing expectations in foeuSiatid_Seepe_would
dictate thiS diVergehde Every_single program iii_ati_effective
school_might:_fail the_JDRP-criteria.-In_ahether_school,several
pregrams Might be,judged effective through the_JDRP criteria, and
yet the scheol might well fail the test of effectiveness.

It_is worth nOtilig_that_a number,of,earlyTitleLIII4rojects
were total sChOel ihnoVition effortsirlot,unlike_effeetive
schools_projectis. As might be expected, these projects are not tobe found in NHS.
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As the NSTA/NSF and effective schools examples indicate,
there_are other ways in which the recognition task can be
conceptualized, with the resultti depending on the approach. taken.
Each favors certain kinds Of projects at the expense of others;
given their different eMphases, this is not surprising. The
critical issue is to first understand the nature_of the project
to be evaluated, and then to determine the most meaningful way ofrecognizing quality for that type of project, and for the type ofdecision to be made.

Matching the JDRP Process to Educational Standards

A-second means of_analyzing the JDRP is through the use of_
the Standards for Evaluations of Educational_Programs, Projects
and Naterials,_deveIoped by the Joint COmmittee on_Standards fc)r
Educational Evaluation. Of course,_the_JDRP_Wat not designed with
the Standards in mind, but since the_Stahdirds represent a
Consensus of what good evaluation_preetice should be, it is
reasonable to expect a substantial agreement. The thirty
standards prepared and tested_by the Joint Committee are groupedin four general areas:AI:lability, Feasibility, Propriety, and
Accuracy. These cover_a full range of concern& that_might_be
raised abOut any_program evaluation. Description and examples are
pro#ided with each Standard to aid in applying it to an
individual evaluation;

The_Standards provide an_itteiesting reference point for the
JDRP, because the JDRP primarily reviews a project's evaluation
and then makes a judgment_from this and the resulte_reported by
the evaluation. Although the ultimate deciaion_is_to approve or
disapprove the project, the JDRP does not review the substance of
the project, and usually has only a limited knowledge of its
nature.

_The JDRP process is perhaps best seen as a meta=evaluation that
places certain expecte:Joh& for information from_projects through
its Guidelines, and_then_reviews the adequacy and compellingness
of that_documentation and information provided_in_the oral
presentation.__It is also important to note that_although the
JDRP bets program evaluation standard& for ptojects, the JDRP
does net_conduct a program evaluation._The meta-evaluation isMore of a quasi-legal process for decisionmaking that operatesunder a totally different set Of procedures than a project.

'Mat Mt have done is_to apply the Standards U. both_the
expectations of JDRP for project evaluation Subtissions, as
reflected in their Guidelinesi_and the JDRP_process itself. The
latter_ceuld_be done only to the_ekteht that we could interpret
the_process in light of program evaluation standards. Results of
this analysis are reported ih_Table 1; In order to keep the
analysis as simple as possible, for each Standard We_aimply_madea judgment of YES_the_Standard was being employed* Or_NO* it was
not; In doing this,_we_took into consideration theipurpose of-theJDRP and gave it credit for reflecting the Standarda even if the
Standards are stated in more general terms than the JDRP mandate.
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For examplei seveZal:a_the_Stindirds_speak to the need for_being
responsive_to_multiple_sudiencls_and multiple purpoStS._Itiwas
ourijudgmeht_that_the ODRP mandate required±aAhrite narrow focbs
by_the_project. However,- where the-mandate didihrtt require the
approach adopoted, we applied the Standard as directly as
possible.

In Column_I Of_Table_ro_the_JDRP's expectations of projects
are summarized.._The,jDRP matches-well with-the:Standards in two
categories: Wiability_and Accuracy. For Usabilityi_Only, Evaluator
Credibility_and_Report_ Dissomination-were-giVen_NOS(the____
Guidelines_do_not address either of theW_While all_eleven
Stahdards_in the-Accuracy category ate addressed._There_is
considerably less agreement-in the Other tWo categories:
Feasibility and Propriety._None_a_the_Feasibility. Standards_and-
onlyitwo-of_the Propriety ittehdards,Full and Frank Disclosure and
Rights_of Euman_Subjects_are_addressedi the Utter only
indirectly through the program warranty.

_Thus it is clear the JDRP has-selected tti_review only=certain
kinds-of standards while_ignotitig_iithers._Furtheri this selection
is not part of the Mandate. Feasibility and Propriety could have
been_includeat_bdt_prObably_were not-because they-are less____ _
outcomeorientedthan Accuracy-and Usability._Latk_a_emOhasis on
these_other concernsi_particularly Feasibilityl_haS_Ied the JDRP
to_adopt an_abstract view-of evaluatirdiiiati_if_projects_could_
set out_to_create,avideal evaluatiOn-Withriut_constraints.___It-
has also spawned:a-cottage industry ofieValdatOrt brought_in by
projects to write sulrissions tO Make it eppear this was the
case.

-Looking nett:at the_JDRP_process_itselfias,summatize&in
ColumnilIiiWe fihd_a_strikingly,different-pattetn._Overall,__
USability_ia_it_the,same high,leveli but in_both_the Feasibility
and Propriety,categoriesithere,is als0-8 CIOte Match_with the__
Standards. For Accuracy there_iS COnsideribly_less_matchi which
can,be explainel,in,several_Ways. Fitatj_the_Accuracy standards
proved the:m0St diffidUlt_t0 Apply_tcx_the JDRP processi_because
Many are Stated ihiterms_that_are_appropriate only to program_
evaluation._For_thit_reasoni we chose not toiapply fOutof the
Accuracy_standards_to,theJDRP,process. Another:reaSOn:for_the__
lower_emphasis_on Accuracy-in the JDRP
that exist in_its review. There is,noLreaSilh_ti, believe that_the
JDRio_couId_appire to the-same leVel_titiadcuracy_through several
hours-of readFlg,and pethape_an hddr_rofOral_discussion that 1_

projects obtain_through_SeVetaliyears and thousands of dollars of
evaluation_activity.i_ftwever4_this is_not-intended_to-dismiss_any
concernovregarding_the_accuracy-of,the jDRP_prOCeSS._It is_our
belitUthat:_there are_problems with_accuractyii_the MOStiglaring
being the absence of evidence regarding reliability and validity
Of the decisions made.
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Table I
Comparison of Standards to the JDRP Expectations

for Projects and the JDRP Process of Review

Project JDRP
Standards* Submission Process

Usability

Al Audience Identification YES YES
A2 Evaluator Credibility NO YES
A3 Information Scope and Selection YES YES
A4 Valuational Interpretation YES NO
AS Report Clarity YES NO
A6 Report Dissemination NO YES
A7 Report Timeliness YES YES
AS Evaluation Impact YES YES

FEASIBILITY

B1 Practical Procedures NO YES
82 Political Viability NO YES
83 Cost Effectivness NO YES

PROPRIETY

Cl Formal Obligation NO YES
C2 Conflict of Interest NO YES
C3 FuIl and Prank Disclosure YES WU
C4 Public's Right to Know NO YES
C5 Rigbts of Human Subjects YES YES
C6 Buman Interactions NO YES
C7 Balanced Reporting NO YES
Ce Fiscal Responsibility NO YES

ACCURACY

DI Object_ Identification YES NO
D2 Context Analysis YES NO
D3 Described PurpoSeS:and Procedures YES YES
D4 Defensible Information Sow:ces YES **
D5 ValidiMeasurement YES NO
De ReliableiMeasurement___ YES NO
D7 Systematic_iData Control_ YES **
De Analysis of Quantitative Information YES **
D9 Analysis_of-Qualitative Information YES **,
DIO Justified Conclusions YES YES
Dll Objective Reporting us YES

-* Joint CoMMitteee_on_Standards_for_Educational_Evaluation,
Standards fOrAlvaluations_of_Educational Programsi Projects and
Materials New:York: McGraw Billi_leel
** We Vete Unable to apply this Standarde as written to the JDRP
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Conclusions

1. The JDRP has been an important part of educational evaluation
for more than a decade/ both because of the number of projects it
has reviewed, and the gate-keeping function it plays for the
National Diffusion Network.

2. In fulfilling this role, the JDRP has adopted a particular
point of_view and emphasis in evaluation- the judgment of impact
as determined through the quasi=1,1peritental methods of the
social sciences. Recognition systets that have adopted other
criteria and methods have achieved different results. While the
JDRP process may have served well in judging the quality of many
projects, it would not have served as well in judging scierce or
effective schools projects.

3. Analysis of the JDRP through the educational evaluatien
Standards highlights its strong emphasis on Accuracy, and the
lack of emphasis in the areas of Feasibility and Propriety. Lack
of interest in Feasibility has been particularly difficult for
the practicing evaluatol-s to accept, as it has made it impossible
for them to address the constraints under which they have had te
Work, or to argue that the evaluation conducted may have been the
best possible under the circumstances.

4. In comparison to its expectations of the projects it reviews,
the JDRP process fits a total:ay different set of standards. The
JDRP process placas more emphasis on the practical considerations
of Feasibility and iropriety, but does not meet the Accuracy _
standards expected_Of its projects. Of particular concern is the
almost total aosence of information regarding the reliability and
validity of its decisions. Some of these studies would not have
been difficult to do, and should have been carried out.

S. Because of-its_emphasie_on_outcomes-determined_iniparticular
. vaysi the JDRP haslocked_itself_into-a-strategy_that_empbasizes
oPly_a certain_kind_a_project. As the_numbere-of-this_type_of_
prOjeet_have_diminishedi-du6 particulatly_te_the demise_of Title
III/_JDRP has_allowed,itself to beeett_ebeolete._Its-major-role
it_new to_recertify projects it hae_preViedely_approved.-Any,-
learning-about the nature and bedhanics of recognition that_the
JDRP might have brought to tieW situations has almost certainly
been lost.

6. While the JDRP_his_been excellent in providing timely feedback
to the projects coming before it/ and to the NON/ it has failed
to_provide_much information about itself Or its deliberations to
a-broader audience in education and evaluation. If we are correct
that the JDRP has been a Significant element in the practice of
program evaluation, it hes Also been one of the best kept
secrets.



Because individual project deliberationi were not documentedin some detail, the JDRP has treated each project asone-of-a-Aind, and the thought that went into its deliberationJhas been lost. There has been no attempt to build a rationalefor Why_decisions were made sitiIarly or differently becausethere waS no reference to earlier decisions. While employing aquasi-legal model, the JDRP failed to build any case law orprecedents.

. _The lack of A case law of-decision_rationales
haS had_severalimplications._Pirst, the JDRP:has lost the opportunity for theinternal bonitoring thiS_Would_have pxovided. Predidents_placeconstraints on what decisions,can be madeorequiring strongjustifications for_actions against precedenti_Second, the fieleof evaluation 1),Ns lost the opportunity to learn about theTtypesof_distinctions and conditions that_the JDRP weighed. JDRP doesnot deal withsideal_examples. It deals with real-life examplesthat fall Short_of the ideal. It is,the_nature of the_shortcomings that were either_approved_or not_approved, and thereason& for,those actionS, that_would have been helpful topractioing_evaluators. It is_a fair interpretation that the lackof any precedents on which to base their subtissions is one ofthe greatest complaint evaluators have with the JDRP.


